
 
 

 

ART LONG TERM OVERVIEW 2019-20 

 Autumn ‘In The Forest’ Spring ‘Oceans’ Summer ‘Heroes’ 
YEAR ONE As artists, children will be: 

-able to understand how to mix 
primary colours together. 
-use line and tone in their artwork by 
drawing characters 
-discuss the work of artist Gustav 
Klimt  
-begin to talk critically about an 
illustrator’s work. 
-use their imagination to develop an 
idea. 
 

As artists, children will be: 
-able to explore shape and form. 
-experiment with, construct and join 
recycled materials and natural 
materials. 
-able to begin to evaluate their work. 

 

As artists, children will be: 
able to lighten or darken colours by 
adding white or black. 
-discuss artist’s work and say what 
they like and dislike about it. 
-able to use different techniques to 
print. 

 

STIMULUS Rapunzel (Read to Write text) 
 

Plastic Pollution Local hero T-shirt 

VOCABULARY Colour: primary, secondary, shade, 
mix 
Tone: light, dark                 
Line: thin, thick   
Pattern: simple, complicated 
 

3D, size, proportion, in front, behind, 
next to 

Colour: pale, bright, shade, mix 
Line: curved, wavy                     
  

FOCUS Drawing Recycled 3D Art Project Textiles 



 
 

 

ART LONG TERM OVERVIEW 2019-20 

 Autumn ‘In The Forest’ Spring ‘Oceans’ Summer ‘Heroes’ 
YEAR TWO As artists, children will be: 

-able to understand how to mix 
colours together and create shades. 
-use line and tone in their artwork. 
-use their imagination to develop an 
idea. 
-critically evaluate their own and 
other’s artwork. 
 

As artists, children will be: 
-able to explore shape and form. 
-more confident constructing with and 
joining recycled materials, man-made 
and natural materials. 
-able to critically evaluate their work. 

 

As artists, children will be:  
-choose appropriate colours for a 
purpose and mix them independently. 
-discuss an artist’s work and say why 
they used the techniques that they 
chose. 
-able to use different techniques to 
print. 

 
STIMULUS The Night Gardener (Read to Write 

text) 
 

Plastic Pollution Local hero T-shirt 

VOCABULARY Colour: warm, cool, pale, bright 
Tone: contrast, shading, highlight               
Line: straight, feint, fine 

3D, space, form, frame, solid Colour: vibrant, cool, warm, 
complimentary 
Line: bold, thin, curved, wavy                     
  

FOCUS Drawing and painting 
 

Recycled 3D Art Project Textiles 

 

 

 


